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Speakers & Bios  

 

Sue Armstrong - Professional Leadership 

Coach 

Sue helps leaders show up as their most authentic 

selves. When you understand yourself, you can better 

understand and successfully lead those around you. 

Create a deeper connection to yourself, appreciate 

your values, accept blind spots and seek opportunities 

to grow. This work is transformative, impactful and 

embraces you personally as well as professionally. You 

cannot un-remember it. 

 

 

Dayton Price - College Golf Athlete  

Dayton Price was one of the lone survivors of a 

March 15 head-on bus crash near Andrews, Texas, 

that claimed the lives of his University of the 

Southwest golf coach, Tyler James, and six of their 

teammates: Mauricio Sanchez, Travis Garcia, 

Jackson Zinn, Karisa Raines, Laci Stone and Tiago 

Sousa. Chris Dickenson will be joined by Dayton 

for a one on one to chat about his resilience over 

the past 10 months.  

 

 

 



Rick Young - Golf Journalist    

Rick Young is a Woodstock-based business and 

equipment analyst for SCOREGolf. He is a freelance 

contributing columnist for the Toronto Star. Rick is 

in influential voice in Canadian Golf who also writes 

for MyGolfSpy, is a Public Golf Advocate, and has 

traveled the world writing and supporting the 

industry of golf. Join Rick as he chats about the 

future of the industry, the importance of public golf 

access, and more.  

 

 

 

 

Mike Martz - PGA of Canada Coach 

Mike joined the Ontario Golf Academy with a 

vast knowledge of the golf swing. Having a 

Kinesiology degree, coupled with 35 years PGA 

of Canada experience, has given Mike a sound 

scientific understanding of human movement 

and how it could be taught and learned. Mike 

has been involved with the PGA of Canada in 

several coaching initiatives including facilitating 

the Community Golf Coach Program, Coaching 

Coaches how to conduct age and 

developmentally appropriate programs and 

facilitating the “First Tee Level 2” program. He conducted ball striking clinics with 

Canadian legend Moe Norman over a 16-year span and initiated and conducted 

clinics for golfers with disabilities and Special Olympians. Mike is Certified to 

Coach New Competitors and Certified to Coach Developing Competitors (highest 

available coaching certification). Mike is 1 of 4 Coaches nationwide to hold both 

certification levels.  


